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Abstract—Coated conductors (CCs) are very promising for the design of novel and efficient resistive fault current limiters (FCLs). However, a detailed knowledge about their thermal and electromagnetic behaviors in the presence of over-critical currents is crucial for their improvement. In this context, we performed finite-element magneto-thermal modeling of CCs under over-critical current on several geometries. Accordingly, we have investigated the influence of the physical properties of stabilizer and substrate on the thermal stability to improve the high-temperature superconductor (HTS)-FCL design. All simulations were performed using COMSOL Multiphysics, a commercial finite-element package, which has a built-in coupling between the thermal and electrical equations, allowing us to compute both quantities simultaneously during the solving process. Our results allow us to determine the current threshold to achieve thermal stability of HTS FCLs made with CCs.

Index Terms—COMSOL Multiphysics, fault current limiters (FCLs), finite-element methods (FEMs), high-temperature superconductors (HTS), thin-film devices.

I. INTRODUCTION

Recent advances in thin-film technology and epitaxial growth allow the emergence of coated conductors (CCs) as a second generation of high-temperature superconductors (HTS), which, by their anticipated low price and high critical current density, seems to be the favored candidate for resistive fault current limiters (FCLs) [1]–[3].

The main principle of HTS-FCL is to utilize the transition from the superconducting to the normal-conducting state by exceeding the critical current density of the superconductor. This transition is obtained by a succession of quench, i.e., an abrupt and localized loss of superconductivity. Hence, the FCL performance is dependent on the quench propagation which switches the whole superconducting material to the normal state and then limits the current flow with the increase of resistivity. As a result of low thermal diffusivity and inadequate energy dissipation, a considerable heating of the superconductive film can occur within the FCL. In the worst case, the HTS could not retrieve its superconducting state after the fault. Under these circumstances, all the nominal current passes through a much resistive material and the device finally burns out by a fast Joule heating.

In the recent past, several authors have proposed numerical magneto-thermal models to describe the behavior of CC-FCL [4]–[6]. Such simulations are of great interest to design efficient limiters since they allow having a better understanding of these devices, which are hard to design in a way that thermal stability is ensured over all conditions of operation. Nonetheless, numerical models proposed in the literature are usually not suitable for quick and simple calculations. Indeed, implementing home developed code or using typical finite-element method (FEM) software is often time consuming and requires considerable resources.

In this paper, we present a new magneto-thermal model that is very easy to implement. By using a simple $\mathbf{H}$ formulation in two dimensions, we developed a numerical approximation to model high aspect ratio (AR) geometries which are always difficult to implement in FEM. Our simulations were developed using a widely used commercial software, hence providing us an easy way to share engineering with academics and industries.

II. THEORETICAL MODEL

In this section, we briefly introduce our coupled model, which simulates the electrical and thermal behavior of a typical HTS-FCL, as well as an AR approximation that allows us to drastically reduce the time required to perform the simulations.

Our geometrical model is based on commercial CCs available from Theva [7]. The coated HTS tapes are made of four layers. A thick conductive substrate layer made of Hastelloy C276, which is usually electrically isolated from the HTS, a MgO buffer layer, a superconductive film made of DyBCO ($\text{DyBa}_2\text{Cu}_3\text{O}_7$), and a silver stabilizer in electrical contact with the superconductor.

In order to simulate the CC-FCL behavior, we used a 2-D geometry (a conductor of infinite length) 20 times thicker than the real one. As depicted in Fig. 1, we defined a model with three subdomains. We intentionally omitted the buffer layer, which does not influence importantly the electromagnetic and thermal behavior of the tape, to reduce the computation time.
Fig. 1. Cross section of the simulated CC (not drawn to scale). The tape is 10 mm wide and is composed of three subdomains: 1) Hastelloy substrate, 2) DyBCO film, and 3) an Ag stabilizer. We intentionally omitted the MgO buffer layer to reduce the computation time of our simulations.

TABLE I  
GEOMETRICAL PARAMETERS (20 TIMES THICKER)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>Expression (μm)</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( t_{Ag} )</td>
<td>59 to 120</td>
<td>Thickness of silver layer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( t_{DyBCO} )</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>Thickness of DyBCO layer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( t_{Host} )</td>
<td>1800</td>
<td>Thickness of hastelloy layer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( w )</td>
<td>10000</td>
<td>Width of tape</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE II  
ELECTRICAL PARAMETERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>Expression</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( E_0 )</td>
<td>1E-4 V m(^{-1})</td>
<td>Critical field</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( f )</td>
<td>50 Hz</td>
<td>Frequency of imposed current</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( J_{cr} )</td>
<td>1E10 Am(^{-2})</td>
<td>Critical current density at ( T_0 ) [7]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \alpha )</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>( J_L(T) ) law exponent [8]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \rho_{norm} )</td>
<td>130E-8 Ωm</td>
<td>DyBCO resistivity at ( T_c ) [7]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \rho_{Ag} )</td>
<td>1E-8 Ωm</td>
<td>Ag resistivity near ( T_0 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \rho_{Host} )</td>
<td>120E-8 Ωm</td>
<td>Hastelloy resistivity</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE III  
THERMAL PARAMETERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>Expression</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( T_0 )</td>
<td>77 K</td>
<td>Boiling temperature of LN2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( T_c )</td>
<td>90 K</td>
<td>Critical temperature of DyBCO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( k_{Ag} )</td>
<td>429 W(mK)(^{-1})</td>
<td>Heat conductivity of Ag [9]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( C_{pAg} )</td>
<td>235 J(kgK)(^{-1})</td>
<td>Heat capacity of Ag [9]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \rho_{m-Ag} )</td>
<td>10500 kgm(^{-3})</td>
<td>Ag mass density [9]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( k_{DyBCO} )</td>
<td>7 W(mK)(^{-1})</td>
<td>Heat conductivity of DyBCO [7]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( C_{pDyBCO} )</td>
<td>180 J(kgK)(^{-1})</td>
<td>Heat capacity of DyBCO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \rho_{m-DyBCO} )</td>
<td>9000 kgm(^{-3})</td>
<td>DyBCO mass density [7]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( k_{Sap} )</td>
<td>1000 W(mK)(^{-1})</td>
<td>Heat conductivity of sapphire</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( C_{pSap} )</td>
<td>60 J(kgK)(^{-1})</td>
<td>Heat capacity of sapphire</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \rho_{m-Sap} )</td>
<td>3990 kgm(^{-3})</td>
<td>Saphire mass density</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( k_{Host} )</td>
<td>7 W(mK)(^{-1})</td>
<td>Heat conductivity of Hastelloy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( C_{pHost} )</td>
<td>425 J(kgK)(^{-1})</td>
<td>Heat capacity of Hastelloy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \rho_{m-Host} )</td>
<td>8940 kgm(^{-3})</td>
<td>Hastelloy mass density</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The complete set of parameters used for our simulations is listed in Tables I, II, and III.

The magneto-thermal model was implemented in COMSOL Multiphysics [10], an FEM open structure software that allows great freedom to deal with partial differential equations. One of the main advantages of COMSOL is the built-in simultaneous coupling of the thermal and electrical systems of equations. This way to proceed is more convenient than coupling electromagnetic and thermal solvers, which requires a frequent exchange of information between the two solvers, with a consequent increase of the computation time.

A. Electrical Model

The electromagnetic model is based on the work of Brambilla et al. [11] on the development of an edge-element model for ac loss computation of HTS. The formulation, briefly summarized here, is based on a direct use of the magnetic field \( \vec{H} \) as a state variable.

From Faraday’s law, the coupling of the magnetic and electric fields is described as

\[
\nabla \times \vec{E} = -\frac{\partial \vec{B}}{\partial t}
\]

where \( \vec{E} = E_z \) is the longitudinal electric field given by the nonlinear relation

\[
E_z = \rho(J_z)I_z
\]

the current density is obtained by the Ampère’s Law, which in quasi-static 2-D approximation is expressed as

\[
J_z = \frac{\partial H_y}{\partial x} - \frac{\partial H_x}{\partial y}.
\]

In order to simplify the notation, we will omit the \( z \) subscript for \( J_z \) and \( E_z \) in the remainder of the paper.

The input parameter, i.e., the transport current in our case, is imposed by the boundary conditions that the integral of the magnetic field on the border of a circular domain, representing the liquid nitrogen (LN2), equals the source current at each time step

\[
I_{src}(t) = \int \vec{H}dl'.
\]

The use of edge elements guarantees the continuity of the tangential component of the magnetic field from one element to the adjacent one. In this way, the equation \( \nabla \cdot \vec{B} = 0 \) does not have to be added to the model, since it is automatically satisfied [12].

As explained in [11], this formulation has numerous advantages over usual potential formulations, namely avoiding the choice of a gauge and the postdifferentiation of the electromagnetic potentials, which may introduce inaccuracies in the solution variables. However, the major drawback of the \( \vec{H} \) formulation is related to the difficulty to model a voltage source.

Indeed, no potential term naturally appears in the \( \vec{H} \) formulation. Although it would be important to eventually take into account voltage sources and coupling with other circuit elements, such as the electrical load of the circuit, this is not a critical issue for demonstrating the validity of the magneto-thermal formulation proposed here.

The macroscopic behavior of the HTS is described by means of a nonlinear resistivity, which depends, in our model, on the temperature and local current density (see Fig. 2). In the absence of experimental data, we used a combined exponent power law to illustrate our ability to introduce complex nonlinear functions
in our model. For the purpose of this paper, we used \( n = 20 \) for \( J < J_c \) and \( n = 10 \) for \( J \geq J_c \).

\[
\rho(J,T) = \begin{cases} \rho_\text{sat}(J,T), & T < T_c \\ \rho_\text{n}, & T \geq T_c \end{cases} \beta \rho_\text{sat}(J,T) \geq \rho_\text{n}
\]

\[
\rho_\text{sat}(J,T) = \frac{E_0}{J_c(T)} \left( \frac{J}{J_c(T)} \right)^{n-1}\]

\[
n = \begin{cases} 20, & J < J_c \\ 10, & J \geq J_c \end{cases}
\]

\[
J_c(T) = J_{0}\left( \frac{T_c - T}{T_c - T_0} \right)^{\alpha}, \quad T < T_c.
\]

### B. Thermal Model

A local increase of temperature in the HTS results in a reduction of the critical current which, in turn, changes the curl of the magnetic field and the electric field inside the tape. This field generation is responsible for a heat dissipation through the HTS that induces the loss of the superconducting state and may, ultimately, destroy the FCL. To avoid that, heat generated by the Joule effect must be evacuated efficiently by means of conduction as well as thermal exchange with liquid nitrogen. This last mechanism, called pool boiling, is largely responsible of the heat transfer and usually ensures the thermal stability of the device during its operation.

Generally speaking, pool boiling is dependent on the tape surface temperature (see Fig. 3). When the surface temperature \( T_s \) is close to the boiling temperature of the fluid \( T_0 \), heat transfer is mostly governed by free convection (region \( a \)). A further increase of temperature (region \( b \)) causes the apparition of vapor bubbles that nucleate on the CC surface. Due to the latent heat, large thermal exchange occurs in this range of temperature. However, when the vapor covers more areas on the heated surface, a considerable degradation of the heat transfer is observed due to the fact that thermal conductivity of the vapor is much less than that of the liquid (region \( c \)). At large temperature differences, the solid-liquid interface becomes notably weak and a vapor film completely covers the heated surface. In this final stage (region \( d \)), the heat transfer is very low and the tape becomes almost thermally isolated from its surroundings.

Our thermal model is based on a transient conduction equation, which is expressed as

\[
Q = \rho_m C_p \frac{\partial T}{\partial t} - \nabla \cdot (k \nabla T) = E_Z \cdot J_z
\]

where \( Q \) is the power density dissipated in the tape, \( \rho_m \) is the subdomain mass density, \( C_p \) the heat capacity, and \( k \) the thermal conductivity tensor.

In order, to take into account the pool boiling, we used a “conductive” heat flux at the interface between the tape and LN2. The strongly temperature-dependent cooling power of LN2 is thus replaced by an equivalent thin pseudo-heat-conduction layer

\[
\hat{n} \cdot (k \nabla T) = h(T_s - T_0)
\]

where \( h \) is termed the convection heat transfer coefficient and \( \hat{n} \) is the subdomain in contact with LN2.

This simplified approach to simulate pool boiling at the coolant boundary is very powerful in many situations, especially if the main interest is not the flow’s behavior but rather its cooling power.

### C. Numerical Approximations

The simulations were developed in 2-D for lower AR than the real FCL shape. This is on account of the difficulty of meshing geometries of high AR that usually involves a large number of deformed elements. Following the work of Duron et al. [14], four physical parameters have been scaled in the thicker geometry to approximate the real solution. These parameters are \( C_p \), \( J_{\text{sub}} \), \( k \), and \( E \).

Succinctly, the adopted numerical scheme is as follows. In all our simulations, we kept the real total current in the hypertrophied tape, which is \( \Gamma \) time thicker than the real one. To do so, we divide \( J_{\text{sub}} \) by this \( \Gamma \) factor for the lower AR geometry. We also multiplied \( E \) by this factor to take into account the tape cross section (which is \( \Gamma \) times larger). For the thermal set of equations, the increase of the \( y \) dimension has been implemented by a multiplication of \( k \) by \( \Gamma \). A division of \( C_p \) by the \( \Gamma \) factor was also set to be consistent with the mass gain of
the tape. Finally, we divide \( k_x \) by \( \Gamma \), whereby to preserve the thermal diffusivity on the \( x \) direction.

In order to validate our approximations, we have quantitatively compared the impact of different tape AR on the state variables of our electrical and thermal models, i.e., \( H_x \), \( H_y \), and \( T \). Obviously, as the AR decreases (thicker tape), our approach introduces important inaccuracies on the magnetic field profile at the tape extremities. Fortunately, the relative error observed on the associated temperature profiles was negligible (less than 0.1%).

Using lower AR geometries allows us to reduce the number of elements required to keep the convergence and accuracy of our model: with a reduced number of nodes, the shape of the elements and, consequently, the quality of the interpolated results can be improved. Fig. 4 illustrates the influence of the problem size on the computation time. From this figure, we can observe that the calculation time increases roughly as \( n^2 \). These times are obtained on a dual Xeon quadcore E5355 with a 2.66-GHz clock speed and 8GB of RAM memory. In our case using an AR 20 times larger allows reducing the number of elements from 19346 to 2516, which corresponds to a reduction of the computation time by 45.

III. NUMERICAL RESULTS

In this section, we investigate the influence of the imposed current on the HTS stability threshold. In addition, the effect of electrical connectivity between the tape layers as well as the stabilizer thickness and substrate materials are computed on the HTS-FCL behavior near the current threshold. We also look at the thermal parameters’ impact on the thermal diffusivity and corresponding tape temperature response.

As discussed previously, due to our formalism, we used a typical fault current waveform instead of a real short-circuit (see Fig. 5). The nominal current amplitude is 267 A, corresponding to 89% of the critical current of the tape. The peak of the current faults is 800.36 A during less than 5 ms.

Also, we depicted in Fig. 5 the mean electric field associated to this current waveform, integrated on the tape cross-section. Although not the same as the voltage we would measure across device terminals, it indicates that a magneto-thermal steady-state condition is reached almost instantaneously within the sample.

A. Peak Current Threshold

Using a coated superconductor allows us to attain higher critical current density than massive conductors. Nevertheless, the small thickness of CCs makes them very sensitive to temperature excursions.

As depicted in Fig. 6, a very small fluctuation of the imposed current (less than 5 mA) is responsible for a sudden warming of the device. This is due to the high thermal inertia of the tape, which avoids the rapid cooling of the conductor and the recovery of the superconducting state. Under these circumstances, a current threshold is established for which the thermal stability is lost.

B. Impact of a Shunted Tape

Therefore, the rapid recovery seems impossible once the HTS has switched to his normal state. This is particularly true if the tape does not have a shunt resistance (i.e., Ag and/or hastelloy) to absorb a part of the dissipated energy. This is what we can
observe in Fig. 7. The normal resistance of the HTS, which is higher than that of the substrate and stabilizer (we do not introduce a temperature dependence for the resistivity of these layers), makes the power generated within the DyBCO practically negligible in comparison to that in the silver film. In this case, the superconducting state will be recovered only if the stabilizer film succeeds in trading the generated heat with the nitrogen bath before the next current peak is reached.

C. Influence of the Stabilizer Thickness

Since silver is a better conductor than hastelloy (see Table II), it is interesting to study the influence of the stabilizer thickness on the heat dissipation. The Ag/HTS thickness ratio, to be thermally stable, depends on \( I_{\text{peak}} \). However, as displayed in Fig. 8, an increase of the silver thickness (relatively to the HTS thickness) can favor the thermal stability by acting as a buffer zone to absorb heat and reduce the current density responsible of the heat generation within the stabilizer.

In spite of the positive effects on thermal stability, using a thicker stabilizer has a side effect on the limitation capability of the device. As a matter of fact, if there is an electrical contact between the HTS film and a conducting layer, the layer shunts the film in the normal state, and a part of the current flows through the other electrically connected part of the tape, as simple parallel resistors. Adding a parallel resistance lowers the global resistance of the tape, so that more current can flow in the tape without attenuation. This leads to a decrease of losses in the HTS film and, on the other hand, produces Joule losses in the conductive parallel paths. Accordingly, the shunted limiter requires more tape length to limit the same imposed current.

D. Effect of the Substrate Material

The materials constituting the tape have an important influence on the thermal exchange between the coolant and the tape surface. As depicted in Fig. 9, by comparing two usual CC substrates, such as hastelloy and sapphire, we observe that a rapid increase of the surface temperature induces a huge drop on the thermal flux within the tape-coolant interface. The combination of a low heat capacity and a high thermal conductivity gives sapphire a thermal diffusivity (defined as \( \alpha_d = \frac{k}{\rho_m C_p} \)) that is more than 1000 times larger than hastelloy. However, the heat, which is not readily stored in the sapphire substrate, cannot be released due to a kind of bottleneck effect. Fig. 10 allows us to observe the stability criteria for these two cases (i.e., hastelloy and sapphire substrate). Stability recovery occurs when the heat removed to the substrate and coolant \( Q_{\text{substrate}} \) is greater than that generated within the superconductor \( Q_{\text{in}} \). The dotted line plotted in Fig. 10 is the graphical illustration of this criteria which is defined as

\[
\frac{Q_{\text{in}}}{Q_{\text{crit}}} = \frac{\int_A \bar{E} \cdot \bar{j} dA}{\int \bar{E} \cdot \bar{j} dA} + \frac{\int_A \bar{E} \cdot \bar{j} dA}{\int \bar{E} \cdot \bar{j} dA},
\]  

(11)
by 10, we obtain a thermal diffusivity 10 times larger than the one used in Fig. 6 for \( I_{\text{peak}} = 800.355 \, \text{A} \).

We can see that the sample made of sapphire has a notable energy gain at each half-cycle which also produces the continuous increase of the temperature (see the inset of the Fig. 10). For this particular case, we can observe that the tape burned out almost instantaneously at the first current peak.

The hastelloy curve let us observe that the denominator of (11), which is the LN2 exchange term, rapidly gets higher than the heat generation term (numerator). This leads to a fast thermal equilibrium with the surrounding coolant. Moreover, we observe in this figure that a “phase shift” exists between the produced energy within the hastelloy-made tape and the imposed current to the device. This comes from the flux diffusion phenomenon in the superconducting state, in which losses continue to occur within the sample through magnetic relaxation even if the source current is zero. In the case with the sapphire, the temperature gets so high that superconductivity is rapidly lost, therefore no relaxation process exists.

E. Effect of the Heat Capacity

Finally, we observe that an increase of the thermal diffusivity is not a synonym of success to attain readily the thermal stability. Indeed, Fig. 11, shows that the key factor is the heat capacity instead of the thermal conductivity. In this figure, we investigate the influence of the thermal parameters \( C_p \) and \( k \) on the temperature profile of a tape submitted to a threshold current of 800.355 A. Strangely, even if an increase of the heat capacity reduces the thermal diffusivity, we observe that an increase of the heat capacity has a positive effect on the thermal stability. This is in accordance with our previous guess concerning the stored energy in the hastelloy substrate.

IV. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have presented a new finite-element model for studying electromagnetic and thermal behavior of HTS, specifically for FCL applications. The model, coupling the electromagnetic and thermal equations in a single solving process, is simpler to implement and much faster than other models based on solving the two parts separately and exchanging the results at each time step. The model, having been implemented in a widely used commercial software package (both in academic and industrial environment), provides an easy way to share engineering knowledge between users. It is ready to be tested against experimental data and to be used to design FCL applications. In addition, it is open to a number of possible improvements:

1) Introduce the temperature dependence of physical parameters such as the heat capacity and the thermal conductivity.
2) Introduce the field dependence of the critical current density of the superconductor (as previously done by Hong et al. [15]).
3) Extend the model to 3-D (see Pecher et al. [16]).
4) Optimize the solving process by testing different mesh element types, tolerances, solvers, etc.
5) Couple voltage sources and classical circuit elements to the magneto-thermal model.
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